I was seven years-old when JFK was murdered on the streets of Dallas, Texas.

I saw the news coverage and I saw the bullet impact his head, and throw it backward. I saw another bullet rip off a piece of his skull and saw that fragment fly backward, too.

My Mother was too transfixed to cover my eyes. She just sat and stared and like everyone else, tried to make sense of what she was seeing: a change of government coup in America, promoted by the Vice-President.

There was never any doubt in my mind that the shots came from somewhere directly in front of the car. And that did not agree with the position of the School Depository.

So, I knew as a Grade Schooler that the Warren Commission Report was pure garbage. And the people serving on the Warren Commission had to be Liars. Every single one of them. Simple as that.

My parents knew it, too. Anyone with two eyes and a brain knew that the whole official narrative was a barefaced dirty stinking lie.

I have never trusted the "government of the government" ever since.

When I got up early on the morning of September 11th 2001, and saw the news reports about the World Trade Center attacks, I stared at the Technicolor Hollywood-style film footage and I turned to my friend Mike, and I said blearily, "Where's all this film footage coming from?"

I was looking for the jumbled, jittery, poor-quality images coming in from handheld tourist cameras and security cameras aimed mostly in the wrong direction, but what I
was seeing was pure Hollywood. Pros. In high resolution, high definition film.... endless reels of it, shot from every advantageous angle....

I wasn't surprised later to learn that Hollywood film crews had come in and set up the night before.

But even that morning, before anyone leaked the news about the Hollywood film crews, I knew right then that 911 was another inside job and a set up and the media and everyone else associated with it was part of the problem.

Same thing with the Jab.
Same thing with the Paradise California fires.
Same thing with the destruction on Maui.

I was not surprised to learn that hundreds of FEMA personnel mysteriously arrived in Hawaii three days in advance of the attack-- and sat their butts down in luxury hotels like a pack of dogs waiting for the kill.

Turns out that it was the same way with the sinking of the Lusitania, the Titanic, and Pearl Harbor.

I say we track these criminals down and hang them in the public squares of their hometowns. No immunity for any of them.

I felt that about LBJ and his pals when I was seven and I still feel that way now, sixty years later.

All the traitors who voted to exempt themselves and their families from being vaccinated, too.
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